Competition between foreign and self proteins in antigen presentation. Ovalbumin can inhibit activation of myelin basic protein-specific T cells.
Experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) is an inflammatory neurological disease initiated by activated T cells specific for the autoantigen, myelin basic protein (MBP). The ability of Lewis rat splenic T cells to transfer EAE after in vitro incubation with MBP-pulsed dendritic cells (DC) was used as an index of MBP-specific T cell activation. OVA, previously processed by macrophages, was incubated with MBP and DC at the pulsing stage to determine whether it could inhibit presentation of the autoantigen. At molar equivalents of 2.5:1 and 20:1 relative to MBP, processed OVA increasingly inhibited the ability of DC to activate MBP-specific T cells for EAE transfer. Unprocessed OVA, which cannot be presented immunogenically by Lewis rat DC, was much less effective. However, processed OVA added to DC after they had been pulsed with MBP could not compete. OVA also blocked appearance of EAE when mixed with MBP/CFA in the inoculum used for active induction of the disease. Splenic T cells from MBP + OVA/CFA-immunized rats transferred EAE with a substantially delayed onset, suggesting that a reduced number of MBP-specific T cells was generated by immunizing with the OVA + MBP mixture compared with MBP alone. Overall, the data indicate that fragments of a foreign protein, OVA, which can be bound by APC, can also inhibit presentation of encephalitogenic determinants of MBP to T cells.